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Evaluation Summary
1. What were your expectations of the meeting?

AVERAGE

5 Very effective/Excellent — 1 Not effective/Poor

4.1

2. How well did the meeting meet your expectations?

AVERAGE

5 Well exceeded expectations — 1 Did not meet expectations

4.7

3. How would you rate the effectiveness of the following sessions?
5 Very effective — 1 Not effective
Please let us know which speakers you found helpful, which less so, and any additional subjects we
should have covered

LECTURES:

AVERAGE

Most helpful Mike Youle, Stuart Flanagan, Colette Smith
4.8
“ Colette
Smith: great, interactive, engaging, worked examples. All were good though.
“ All the speakers
presented interesting subjects with lots of examples.
“ Colette Smith; excellent,
engaging, knowledgeable. Thank you!
“ I think all the speakers were
helpful but i really liked the presentations of Mike YOule, Colette Smith & Stuart
“ Flanagan.
Flanagan had a wonderful lecture, provided us of comfort in starting and going through our researches.
“ Dr
All
were helpful x 2
“ Mike,
Sophie, Manolis all different. Stuart brilliant for the “grave yard shift”.
“ Stuart Colette,
was very engaging. I found the lecture very helpful, enjoyable and entertaining!
“ LearningFlanagan
points
to
take home. Well organised lectures & resolutions.
“ Mike Youle captivating,
Sophie Jones using project to explain how to write a proposal kept it interesting and
“ practical, Colette Smith useful
information, Stuart Flanagan very inspiring.
Stuart
was
great,
Colette
also.
as always. I would like to hear more details about choosing where to
“ send my paper, how to cleverlyNice
choose for publishing.
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WORKSHOPS:

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

Interactive, useful topics, critical skills programme handcut like in poster workshops, handcut
for checklist.
Poster presentations.
I have ‘imposter syndrome’ so Stuart Flanagan was very helpful.
More workshop using HIV related examples. I wish there was a bit of variation from this topic as I
don’t have a very strong infectious disease background.
Colette Smith
Manolis helped make statistics a little less frightening. Colette was wonderful in her explanation
and examples. Mike’s workshops were easy to comprehend and very refreshing.
Absolutely loved statistics for non-tacticians, very useful.
I really liked the speaker Colette
Sophie Jose’s work shop was amazing. She really broke everything down and ook us on a
research proposal journey. This was probably the most dry subject but she made it so
engaging. Absolutely fabulous. Thank you.

CASE PRESENTATIONS:

“
“
“
“
“

Perhaps adding more practical research examples would be helpful. For example, want went
well and what didn’t when different studies were done.
Sophie & Colette succeed to explain to me basic statistics and type of trials and how all that
works for real.
All were great for different reasons.
Great case presentations
Sophie Jose had a good case presentation

AVERAGE

4.5

AVERAGE

4.6

4. How will this meeting help you in your day-to-day work? (comments only)

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

Increased confidence in critical appraisal and approaching research in the future.
I feel ready to review and finish some of my unfinished work and to start something new.
Purpose of research career
Statistics, introduction to critical appraisal
I think it will greatly improve my presentations skills
Easy to fit over one day.
Lots! Critical appraisal of papers but also in my new research post.
Will be vary organised. Might have the courage to participate in research.
Increasing info a carrying out statistics and a new understanding.
It will help a lot to improve my research activity.
Increasing knowledge and learning practical skills in research. Recognising limitations and bias. Advice on
structuring.
Really useful for helping redevelop research projects and putting together posters & abstracts
Will help me to better understand the designs of different studies and what to look for in the site
implementation eg/practicality.
Since I am a new sudden, his was useful for my future research work.
Not necessarily day to day work, but at the times when needed.
With better presentations
I think it will make us clearer more about the cases.
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5. What is your overall assessment of the meeting?
5 Very effective/Excellent — 1 Not effective/Poor

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

AVERAGE

4.8

Brilliant day. Really appreciate you keeping it free of charge. Will recommend you to my colleagues. Thank
you!
Really enjoyed the different topics and learning practical skills in research. Recognising limitations & bias.
Advice on Structuring.
It was great. Keep up the good work!
Good speakers. Empowering. Key facts that will make a difference. Good to meet people.
Wonderful
Really good.
Really worthwhile especially for my level.
Good value for learning bonus research, update one’s knowledge.
Useful in a friendly atmosphere.

6. Please give suggestions for how future meetings might meet your training needs (comments only)

“
“
“
“
“
“
“

Great Venue. Great presentations. Great speakers. We were well looked after.
Maybe a meeting about viral hepatitis and the impact in general population?
Keep it up!
Would be great to have more detail on specific statistical tests.
Organise future meeting on weekdays.
A bit of practical skills
Clearer workshops on statistics for non-statasticians. Everything else was great.
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